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Lost and Not Found
They found themselves somewhere the human brain cannot
comprehend. Somewhere far and deep in the universe that no
human has ever been to. All of this, because of one decision they
made.
It all started in the year 3115, when Ashley and Elliot saw a poster in
school that read: “Volunteers needed for teleportation experiment”.
They instantly took the poster, called the number at the bottom of
the poster, and asked for a form to complete so that the form would
serve as a gate pass. They weren’t careful, though, because they
didn’t read where the experiment was going to be held. They heard
the door ring. It was the form. At that moment, their lives were going
to change. They filled in the form but still didn’t read the part about
where the experiment was going to be held. They sent the
completed form back to TSO, Time and Space Organization, the
people who are doing the experiment. A week later, they heard a
knock on the door. It was a driver sent by TSO to pick Ashley and
Elliot. Yet again, they didn’t know where they are going or what they
have got themselves into. There is no going back now. Their hearts
stopped, their faces turned white, and shivers started running down
their spine, as they went past a sign that said “Area 51, 1 kilometer
ahead”. They were terrified. They arrived at their destination. The
driver stopped, and got them out of the car. He walked them to the
TSO founder. “Ashley! Elliot! Welcome! Follow me!” They followed him
to the experiment room where they were going to be the first people
to teleport, or the last.
To be continued…

By : Khaled Fadi

PPAP
A few months ago a certain video named Pen Pineapple Apple Pen
came out taking the internet by storm. It is a 52 second song about
pens, apples and pineapples. To be honest it was ridiculous but the
internet seemed to love it. There have even been original covers
and recently a full version of the song has been released.
As this was such a peculiar video we thought it would be a good
idea to show this video to Mr. Wajeeh (the boys principal) and film
his reaction.
When first watching the video, he looked confused and slightly
amused. After it ended he just simply asked “Is that it?”. When asked
what he thought about it, he said he had no idea what it could
have been. One of my favorite quotes from Mr. Wajeeh was when
he tried to explain it by saying “It’s like that movie thingy” and
attempting to do some sort of dance move.
Original PPAP: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1W3sslyiUfg

By : Maab Al Saadig and Heba George

Facts you probably did not know!
1. When Columbus “discovered” the Americas , the continent was
already inhabited by 90 million people which was a third of the
world’s population.

2. WW1 was the sixth deadliest conflict in world history .

3. Napoleon was not short. He was actually above the average
height of a Frenchman.

4. The pyramids were built by paid laborers. Not slaves. That’s a
myth by a Greek historian named Herodotus.

5. The first car accident occurred in 1891.

6. In 1986, a volcanic lake in Cameroon, Africa burped CO2 gas
that killed 1,746 people in minutes.

7. Being hit by lightning causes weird skin designs called
Lichtenberg figures.

8. A cat has been a mayor of Talkeetna, Alaska for 15 years.

9. Human saliva contains a painkiller called Opiorphin that is six
times more powerful than Morphine

10. In older versions of Little Red Riding Hood, the girl and the
wolf eat grandma together.

11. Alexander the Great, Napoléon, Mussolini and Hitler all suffered
from the fear of cats Ailurophobia.

12. In Texas, it is legal to kill Bigfoot if you ever found it.

13. The world’s oldest hotel has been operating since 705 AD.

14. Cy Twombly’s painting “Untitled” is worth up to US$2.3million

15. Roald Dahl, author of “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”, was
a taster for the Cadbury chocolate company when he was a boy.

6. Pizza Hut was founded by two brothers who borrowed $600 from
their mother in 1958 to open a pizza place.

17. Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia, the fear of long words.
18.If you search for “askew” in Google, the content will slightly tilt to
the right.

19. A man named Moondyne Joe escaped prison so many times,
that police built a special cell for him, from which he escaped as
well.

20.There's a hill in New Zealandcalled Taumata-whakatangihangakoauau-o-tamatea-turi-pukakapiki-maunga-horo-nuku-pokaiwhenua-kitanatahu.

Source: http://www.factslides.com/s-Weird

By : Peter Magdi

Facts about the Violin!
By Heba George
 The modern violin has been roughly
around for 500 years. It was said to
have been designed in 1500s.

 Playing violin burns approximately 170 calories
per hour.

 Violins are typically comprised of spruce or
maple wood

 The word violin comes from the Medieval Latin word vitula,
meaning stringed instrument.

 Violin strings were first made of sheep gut also known as “catgut”,
which was then stretched, dried and twisted.

 The most expensive violin in the world
was made by Guiseppo Guarneri in 1741.
This extravagance was priced at a value of
$18 million.

 Violins are very complex. Over 70 different pieces of wood are put
together to form the modern violin.

 The world record in cycling backwards
while playing the violin is 60.45 kilometers
in 5 hours 8 seconds.
 Violins typically contain 150 to 200 hairs. They can be made up of
a variety of materials including nylon and horse hair.

 The world’s smallest violin is only 37
millimeters long and is small enough to fit in
a box of matches.

To listen to Billboard Top 20
songs click on the links below :
 Closer- The Chainsmokers ft. Hasley
 Starboy- The weeknd ft.daft punk
 Heathens- Twenty one pilots
 Let me Love you- DJ Snake ft. Justin Bieber
 Broccoli- D.R.A.M ft. Lil Yachty
 24K Magic- Bruno Mars
 Cold Water- Major Lazer ft. Justin Bieber & MO
 Side to Side- Ariana Grande ft. Nicki Minaj
 Don’t Wanna Know- Maroon 5 ft. Kendrick Lamar
 Treat You Better- Shawn Mendes
 Cheap Thrills- Sia ft. Sean Paul
 Juju on that Beat (TZ Anthem)- Zay Hilfigerrr ft. Zayion McCall
 Gold- Kiiara
 Don’t Let Me down- The Chainsmokers ft. Daya
 Ride- Twenty One Pilots
 This Is What You Came For- Rihanna ft. Calvin Harris
 Starving- Hailee Steinfeld & Grey ft. Zedd
 Can’t Stop The Feeling- Justin Timberlake

By : Casssandra McWilliams

By : Mohammed El Sorogy
People all around the world love movies and if you like movies, then
this is the perfect guide for you! This guide will provide you with
information about the upcoming movies, the cast and other details.
So, without anymore waiting, let’s jump straight into the topic!

One of the movies that many children will adore, The Lego
Batman Movie, will be released on February the 10th 2017 in
IMAX, 3D, and RealD 3D. It is produced by the Warner
Animation Group, directed by Chris McKay, and written by Seth
Grahame-Smith. It is set in the same universe as the 2014 film;
The Lego Movie. However, it is only focused on one DC Comics
character, Batman.
Cast:
Will Arnett as Bruce Wayne/Batman, Zach Galifianakis as The
Joker, Michael Cera as Dick Grayson/Robin, Rosario Dawson as
Barbra Gordon/Batgirl, Ralph Fiennes as Alfred Pennyworth,
Mariah Carey as Mayor McCaskill and Jenny Slate as Dr.
Harleen Quinzel/Harley Quinn.

The Assassin's Creed began with a video game which turned into
a great, successful game loved by many people. Now, the game
turned into an action adventure film based on the game. The film is
set in the same universe as the game, but with an expanded story,
taking place during the Spanish Inquisition. Finally, the movie is
directed by Justin Kurzel
Starring:
Michael Fassbender, Marion Cotillard, Jeremy Irons, Brendan
Gleeson, Charlotte Rampling and Michael K.Williams.

Moana is the 56th Disney Animated feature film, produced by
Walt Disney Animation Studios and released by Walt Disney Pictures.
The film tells the story of Moana, the daughter of a chief in a tribe,
who is chosen by the ocean to reunite a mystical relic with a
goddess. When a blight strikes the island, Moana sets sail in search of
Maui, a legendary demigod, in hope of saving her people.
Starring:
Auli’I Cravalho, Dwayne Johnson,Rachel House, Temuera
Morrison, Jemaine Clement, Nicole Scherzinger and Alan Tudyk.

By : Arwa Adel and Zainab Fadi

A common casual outfit for men
would include jeans and a buttondown shirt.
Wearing this plaid men’s wool shirt
(pictured, far left) with dark grey
jeans would be stylish. Together
with these fashionable items, a Vline Plain white T-shirt would be
suitable.
A classy bulky white watch and
Multi-colored sneakers would
complete this outfit.

In colder weather, you can wear a sweater
like this Grey Nike Pullover Fleece Hoodie.

Click on the underlined words to get the mentioned items online.

Choosing a casual outfit can be
difficult for women because we are
choosier when it comes to clothes.
For a fashionable casual outfit, wear
a long-sleeved T-shirt with lighter
jeans. This khaki petal collar solid Tshirt and white jeans would do the
trick.
A color-contrasting bag big enough
to hold multiple items needed for
your day would be the best fit.

Sneakers like these grey high-top ones
would make you the most comfortable
on a casual day.
End this outfit with a simple, charming
necklace. We’ve chosen this twolayered necklace of a trendy choker
and a necklace with a simple, small
pendant.

In colder weather, you can wear a sweater like this ribbed, cotton-blend
sweater.

Click on the underlined words to get the mentioned items online.

We investigate the fashion diversity between different people, and ask them
questions regarding our fashion theme and more. This interview is with a 27
year old Saudi Arabian doctor.
What would you classify as casual clothing?
Something that people wear on a daily basis, to maybe go out with friends or
family, mostly people you don’t need to dress up for.
What do you wear when you want to go casual for the day?
A button up shirt, jeans, and sneakers.
What else would you wear?
A sweater or a jacket depending on the weather.
In your closet, do you have more casual clothing than other kinds of
clothing?
I have more thobes! Other than that, most of my clothes are casual.
How would a guy be able to change his outfit from a day one to a night one?
Put on some kind of dark outerwear and you’re done.
What would you wear to a semi-formal event?
Other than the usual thobe and such, I’d wear a button down, trousers, and a
tie.

Do you care about your appearance?
My appearance is people’s first impression of me. It’s very important that I
look approachable because as a doctor, I need my patients to be able to
trust me. My appearance plays a big part in that. I also care about my
appearance because I don’t want to be perceived as ignorant or aloof,
that’s not me.

Why do you think certain groups of men are ignorant when it comes to their
appearance?
I think that, they think the opposite gender should be dressing up and so they
don’t put much thought into what they wear. They see it as feminine when it
isn’t. I believe that people who don’t care about their appearance are only
harming themselves. Imagine all the opportunities and respect lost only
because they didn’t bother.

What tips would you give guys who don’t necessarily know how to build a
solid wardrobe?
First, you should get the basics and the classics but really high quality ones
that have a good fit. After that, you should get a lot of shoes that are
comfortable but still look really good. I think they should also get a bunch of
clothes that are formal so a few suits. A lot of outerwear is very important as
well because the last thing you want is to freeze to death.

Thank you for joining us in this interview!
The Inquisitor Fashion Team
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1.Chokers

6.Pleats

2.Biker

7. Kneehigh

3. Heeled

8. Extralong

4.Gloves

9. Stripes

5. Metal

10. Hoodies

11. Velvet

16. Scarves

12. Floral
pattern

17. Plaid

13. White

18. Suede

14. Ruffles

19. Fur

15. Trainers

20. Done-up
denim

Gooey Chocolate Mug Cake

s

Ingredients:
 1 Egg
 ¼ cup of Powdered sugar
 1 – 2 tablespoons Cocoa powder (according to your
taste)
Instructions:
1. In a microwave safe mug, add all the ingredients.
2. Whisk together with a small whisk, until it is mixed well.
3. Place in the microwave for 50-60 seconds. (The cake should be
cooked thoroughly, but not overcooked.)
4. For extra taste, add milk chocolate chips, hot fudge, chocolate
syrup or whipped cream.
5. Enjoy

Source: https://www.babble.com/best-recipes/3-ingredients-60seconds-gooey-chocolate-mug-cake/

By : Aishwarya G.Kumar

Ingredients:
 ½ cup of White Chocolate
 ¾ cup of Milk
 ¾ cup of Cream
 Pinch of Salt
 Optional: Vanilla Bean
 Optional: Cinnamon Stick

Steps:
1. Preheat oven to 300oF. Put the white chocolate on a ceramic
or a glass baking dish and toss it inside the oven. Make sure to
stir every 10 minutes.
2. Stir every 10 minutes until it has a brownish color for about 30
Minutes. (Shown in the picture above)
3. Put the Milk and Cream in a pot to simmer. If you would like ,
add a cinnamon stick or a vanilla bean for more flavor.
4. Take out the white chocolate from the oven and scrap it into
the hot milk mixture. CAREFUL! TOO MUCH HEAT!
5. Whisk until it smoothens. Add a pinch of salt to style the taste.

Source: http://www.thekitchn.com/recipe-caramelized-whitechocolate-hot-chocolate-recipes-from-the-kitchn-198713

By : Cassandra McWilliams

Chocolate Pecan Cookies
Ingredients:
 Dark Chocolate (broken into
squares) – 200g
 Butter (chopped) – 100g
 Brown sugar – 50g
 Superfine sugar - 85g
 Vanilla Extract – 1 tsp
 Egg (beaten) – 1
 Whole Pecan – 100 g
 Plain Flour – 100g
 Bicarbonate of Soda – 1 tsp

Method:
1. Heat oven to 180C. Melt 85g chocolate in the microwave on
high for 1 min.
2. Beat in the butter, sugar, vanilla and egg until smooth, then stir
in three-quarters of both the nuts and remaining chocolate,
then the flour and bicarbonate of soda.
3. Heap 12 spoonfuls, spaced apart, on 2 baking sheets (don’t
spread the mixture), then poke in the reserved nuts and
chocolate. Bake for 12 minutes until firm, then leave to cool on
the sheets. Can be stored in a tin for up to 3 days.

Source:www.bbcgoodfood.com/.../chocolate-chunk-pecancookies

By : Aishwarya G.Kumar

